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Polarized atomic orbitals for linear scaling methods
Abstract
We present a modified version of the polarized atomic orbital (PAO) method [M. S. Lee and M.
Head-Gordon, J. Chem. Phys. 107, 9085 (1997)] to construct minimal basis sets optimized in the
molecular environment. The minimal basis set derives its flexibility from the fact that it is formed as a
linear combination of a larger set of atomic orbitals. This approach significantly reduces the number of
independent variables to be determined during a calculation, while retaining most of the essential
chemistry resulting from the admixture of higher angular momentum functions. Furthermore, we
combine the PAO method with linear scaling algorithms. We use the Chebyshev polynomial expansion
method, the conjugate gradient density matrix search, and the canonical purification of the density
matrix. The combined scheme overcomes one of the major drawbacks of standard approaches for large
nonorthogonal basis sets, namely numerical instabilities resulting from ill-conditioned overlap matrices.
We find that the condition number of the PAO overlap matrix is independent from the condition number
of the underlying extended basis set, and consequently no numerical instabilities are encountered.
Various applications are shown to confirm this conclusion and to compare the performance of the PAO
method with extended basis-set calculations.
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We present a modified version of the polarized atomic orbital ~PAO! method @M. S. Lee and M.
Head-Gordon, J. Chem. Phys. 107, 9085 ~1997!# to construct minimal basis sets optimized in the
molecular environment. The minimal basis set derives its flexibility from the fact that it is formed
as a linear combination of a larger set of atomic orbitals. This approach significantly reduces the
number of independent variables to be determined during a calculation, while retaining most of the
essential chemistry resulting from the admixture of higher angular momentum functions.
Furthermore, we combine the PAO method with linear scaling algorithms. We use the Chebyshev
polynomial expansion method, the conjugate gradient density matrix search, and the canonical
purification of the density matrix. The combined scheme overcomes one of the major drawbacks of
standard approaches for large nonorthogonal basis sets, namely numerical instabilities resulting
from ill-conditioned overlap matrices. We find that the condition number of the PAO overlap matrix
is independent from the condition number of the underlying extended basis set, and consequently no
numerical instabilities are encountered. Various applications are shown to confirm this conclusion
and to compare the performance of the PAO method with extended basis-set calculations. © 2002
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1431270#I. INTRODUCTION
Self-consistent field ~SCF! theories such as the Hartree–
Fock ~HF! method and Kohn–Sham density functional
theory ~DFT! play a central role in electronic structure cal-
culations and have proven their usefulness for a wide range
of systems. However, the computational demands of these
methods prohibit their application to systems containing
more than a few hundred atoms. Since many systems of
practical interest, e.g., biomolecules and nanostructures, ex-
ceed by far the hundred-atom regime, it is crucial to develop
new algorithms which reduce the computational cost.
With the advent of linear scaling methods to form the
SCF Hamiltonian,1–3 the rate-determining step for HF and
DFT calculations in the large molecule limit is the density
update procedure, which is conventionally done as a diago-
nalization. Although the diagonalization step has a very
small prefactor, the procedure dominates the overall time
scaling for large systems due to its cubic dependence on
system size. Therefore, interest in the search for more effi-
cient update methods has been strongly increasing.
Recently, Lee and Head-Gordon introduced the polarized
atomic orbital ~PAO! method4,5 to construct minimal basis
sets optimized in the molecular environment. A flexible PAO
basis set with a dimension typically equal to the size of a
minimal basis is formed from atom-centered linear combina-
tions of a larger set of atomic orbitals. While atom-optimized
minimal basis sets, e.g., of the STO-nG type, are often per-
forming poorly in practical calculations, the PAOs derive
their flexibility from the fact that they can adapt to the mo-
a!Electronic mail: hutter@unizh.ch1800021-9606/2002/116(5)/1800/11/$19.00
Downloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject tolecular environment by the admixture of higher angular mo-
mentum functions.
From a computational point of view, PAOs have the at-
tractive feature of greatly reducing the number of indepen-
dent variables to be determined during a density update. This
offers the possibility for studying large systems currently in-
tractable with larger than minimal basis sets, while retaining
a considerable amount of flexibility in the basis set.
Besides being considerably less memory- and CPU in-
tensive, the PAO method is also potentially useful in combi-
nation with linear scaling density update methods. These
O~N! methods are based either on localized orbitals,6,7 or a
sparse density matrix without any explicit construction of
orbitals.8–10 Although many algorithms have been proposed,
the use of linear scaling density update methods within HF
or DFT is not yet widespread. One of the major drawbacks of
linear scaling approaches is numerical instabilities resulting
from ill-conditioned overlap matrices encountered when
large, nonorthogonal basis sets are used. PAOs provides a
possible solution to this problem. We find that the condition
number of the PAO overlap matrix is independent from the
condition number of the underlying extended basis set; con-
sequently, no numerical instabilities are encountered.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows.
In the next section we propose a modified version of the PAO
method of Lee and Head-Gordon. After deriving all expres-
sions required to implement this approach, we compare its
accuracy and performance with extended basis-set calcula-
tions. Next, the condition number of the PAO overlap matrix
is examined to validate the usefulness of a combined PAO–
O~N! method for large, nonorthogonal basis sets. Finally, we0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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jugate gradient density matrix search,9 and the canonical pu-
rification of the density matrix10 to implement the combined
method, and a series of benchmark calculations is presented.
II. POLARIZED ATOMIC ORBITAL METHOD
Polarized atomic orbitals ~PAOs! are a small set of basis
functions variationally optimized during an iterative SCF
calculation. The PAO basis is defined as a linear transforma-
tion of an underlying extended basis set. The transformation
is strictly limited to atom-centered linear combinations of
basis functions. In other words, only basis functions from the
same atom are allowed to mix
uf˜ i&5(j B jiuf j&, ~1!
where i and j belong to the same atom. Here, uf& denotes an
atomic orbital basis functions, B is the transformation from
the extended to the PAO basis set, and the tilde distinguishes,
throughout this paper, quantities related to the PAO basis set.
As mentioned above, B is a strictly atom-centered block di-
agonal matrix. The complement of the PAO basis set within
the extended basis set will be called the excluded functions.
Using Eq. ~1!, it is straightforward to compute the one-
particle density matrix in the extended basis as a function of
the PAO density matrix and the transformation matrix B
P5BP˜ BT. ~2!
We proceed by writing the transformation matrix as a prod-
uct of an atom-centered orthogonalization term and an atom-
centered unitary transformation
Bi j5(
k
NikUk j5(
k
Tik
21/2Uk j , ~3!
where T is the atom-centered overlap matrix of the atomic
orbitals.
Up to now we have simply established the fundamental
definitions of the PAO method given by Lee and
Head-Gordon.4 Next, to motivate our modified approach, we
briefly review their scheme to solve for the PAOs.
The unitary matrix U is parametrized as the product of a
series of two-by-two rotation matrices, each of which is char-
acterized by a single rotation angle that mixes a PAO with an
excluded function centered at the same atom. An energy
functional is chosen
V5Tr@~3PSP22PSPSP !H# , ~4!
identical to that used in the conjugate gradient density matrix
search for nonorthogonal basis sets.11 H is the Hamiltonian
matrix and S is the overlap matrix. Inserting Eq. ~2! into Eq.
~4!, the energy functional becomes a matrix function of the
PAO density matrix and the transformation matrix, i.e., V
5 f (B ,P˜ ). Minimizing V has to be done with respect to the
degrees of freedom that define P˜ and B, namely the matrix
elements P˜ i j and the rotation angles of the two-by-two rota-
tion matrices. During the minimization process a Newton–
Raphson quadratically convergent scheme is used. The ba-
sics of this scheme areDownloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject to~i! The PAO density matrix and the transformation ma-
trix are updated simultaneously by minimizing an un-
constraint energy functional.
~ii! All equations are defined and manipulated using a
nonorthogonal basis. Therefore, the authors employ
tensor methods for dealing with minimization prob-
lems involving nonorthogonal basis sets.
~iii! The use of a Newton–Raphson quadratically conver-
gent scheme requires the calculation of the second
derivative matrix with respect to the degrees of free-
dom.
In the following, we propose an alternative to this scheme
that builds on existing methods for solving the Hartree–Fock
or Kohn–Sham equations.
~i! We split the optimization process into two parts. Op-
timization of the transformation matrix is, at each
step, accompanied by an optimization of the density
matrix ~DM! in the current PAO basis. The calculation
of the density matrix is performed in the PAO basis
and can be done either by conventional methods ~e.g.,
diagonalization! or linear scaling methods mentioned
in Sec. I. Thus, this scheme allows for great flexibility
and requires only minor changes in existing imple-
mentations.
~ii! We avoid a minimization process involving nonor-
thogonal basis sets by the following procedure. Dur-
ing the MO/DM update we transform both the
MOs/DM and the Hamiltonian matrix into an ortho-
normal basis. Consequently, no tensor manipulation is
employed throughout the paper.
~iii! The transformation matrix is updated by minimizing a
constraint energy functional. The use of a conjugate
gradient scheme avoids the cumbersome manipulation
of second derivative information as needed in a
Newton–Raphson scheme.
Having established our modifications, we proceed with a
detailed description of the computation based on Eqs. ~1!–
~3!. The starting point is a parametrization of the block di-
agonals of the unitary matrix, UI5exp(AI), as the exponen-
tial of an antisymmetric matrix. There is no loss in generality
in parametrizing AI as done in Eq. ~5!
AI5S 0 XI2XIT 0 D , ~5!
where XI is an nI3(mI2nI) matrix. Here, nI denotes the
number of PAO basis functions and (mI2nI) is the number
of excluded basis functions centered at atom I. The special
form of AI ensures that the energy functional defined in Eq.
~6! is invariant with respect to unitary rotations within the
PAO and the excluded basis set. Exponential transformations
of orbitals were introduced in nuclear physics by Thouless12
and later adapted for use in SCF14 and multiconfigurational
SCF.13 The procedure to calculate the gradients in closed
form for an arbitrary position of the parameters was later
introduced15 to avoid constraints in ab initio molecular dy- AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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parametrization for atomic-orbital-based density matrix opti-
mization and response theory.
The density matrix in the PAO basis is calculated by
minimizing the energy functional V given in matrix repre-
sentation
V5Tr@P˜ BTHB#1Tr@L˜ ~P˜ 2P˜ BTSBP˜ !# , ~6!
where L˜ is the Lagrangian multiplier matrix corresponding
to the idempotency constraint.
Prior to PAO calculation, an initial guess for the trans-
formation matrix has to be made. If no information from
prior calculations is available, we obtain a transformation
matrix by diagonalizing the atom-centered block diagonals
of H.
Given a transformation matrix B, the next step is to com-
pute a variational density matrix, either from converged MOs
or by solving directly for the PAO density matrix without
any explicit construction of orbitals. If we transform the
Hamiltonian matrix and the overlap matrix into the PAO ba-
sis, H˜ 5BTHB and S˜5BTSB , Eq. ~6! can be rewritten and
we have to minimize
V5Tr@P˜ H˜ #1Tr@L˜ ~P˜ 2P˜ S˜ P˜ !# , ~7!
which leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem, H˜ C˜
5S˜C˜ L˜ . The alternative way, to solve directly for the PAO
density matrix using linear scaling methods, is discussed in
Sec. III. It is important to note that both procedures are only
in the minimal basis.
In the optimization cycle for the PAO basis the deriva-
tive of V as defined in Eq. ~6!, with respect to the degrees of
freedom of B, namely the nonzero matrix elements of AI ,i j ,
are needed. In the following we drop the additional atom
index I. Using the chain rule, the gradient splits into two
pieces
]V
]Ai j
5(
st
]V
]Ust
]Ust
]Ai j
. ~8!
Inserting B5NU into Eq. ~6!, the evaluation of the first part
leads to
]V
]Ust
52@~NTHBP˜ !st2~NTSBP˜ H˜ P˜ !st# , ~9!
where the Lagrangian multiplier matrix has been eliminated
from Eq. ~9! by using the convergence of the PAO density
matrix and the idempotency constraint. The convergence of
the PAO density matrix ]V/]P˜ 50 eliminates terms from
the unknown implicit dependence of the PAO density matrix
with respect to the unitary transformation, which would oth-
erwise enter Eq. ~9! through (]V/]P˜ ) ]P˜ /]U .
The calculation of ]Ust /]Ai j is less straightforward. We
have to calculate the derivative of a matrix function U
5exp(A) with respect to A. This can be done by writing the
matrix function using a complex contour integral18Downloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject to]U
]Ai j
5
] exp~A !
]Ai j
5
1
2pi
]
]Ai j
R exp~z !~z12A !21dz
5
1
2pi R exp~z !~z12A !21~1 i j21 j i!~z12A !21dz
5R†
1
2pi R exp~z !~z12L!21R~1 i j21 j i!
3R†~z12L!21dz R . ~10!
1 denotes the identity matrix, (1 i j)kl5dkid l j , R is the eigen-
vector matrix of A with eigenvalues lk and Lkl5lkdkl . Car-
rying out the integration over z, one obtains
1
2pi R exp~z !~z2lk!~z2l l! dz5H elk, lk5l l .elk2el l
lk2l l
, lkÞl l .
~11!
Combining Eqs. ~9!–~11! and performing some algebraic
transformations, Eq. ~8! becomes
]V
]Ai j
5~R†$RM TR†,D%R ! j i2~R†$RM TR†,D%R ! i j ,
~12!
where Dkl is the matrix defined by Eq. ~11!, M5]V/]U is
computed from Eq. ~9!, and $X ,Y % denotes a component-
wise matrix multiplication between X and Y.
Using the results above, we have now a scheme to solve
for the PAOs by iterating the following steps:
~1! Choose an initial guess for B.
~2! Compute the Hamiltonian matrix and the overlap matrix
in the minimal basis, H˜ 5BTHB and S˜5BTSB .
~3! Determine a variational density matrix, i.e., ]V/]P˜
50, by minimizing Eq. ~7! by either one of the follow-
ing methods:
~a! Solve H˜ C˜ 5S˜C˜ L˜ and compute P˜ 5C˜ C˜ T.
~b! Use a linear scaling density update method as de-
scribed in Sec. III.
~4! Calculate the gradient, ]V/]AI , according to Eq. ~12!.
~5! Update AI by, e.g., a conjugate gradient method, and
compute the transformation matrix via, BI5NIUI
5NI exp(AI).
~6! If convergence is achieved compute the density matrix in
the extended basis, P5BP˜ BT; otherwise, continue with
step 2.
The scheme described above contains the solution of a
Roothaan-type equation in step 3. However, this only has to
be done in the PAO basis, reducing the work considerably
both in a diagonalization-based method as also in linear scal-
ing methods. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A. Sparsity of the density matrix
O~N! algorithms used in this study are all based on the
density matrix. The methods alone do not yield linear scal-
ing. However, in large molecules we can take advantage of
matrix sparsity, i.e., the fact that many elements of a matrix
are zero or below a certain threshold. For sparse systems,
where the number of significant elements scales linearly with
the size of the system, the cost of all sparse matrix operations
will scale linearly with the size of the system.
The sparsity of the density matrix depends on several
factors. We can write the density matrix as
Pi j5(
kl
Sik
21QklSl j21 ,
Qkl5E E dr dr8 fk~r !P~r ,r8!f l~r8!, ~13!
Si j5E dr f i~r !f j~r !,
where P(r ,r8) denotes the one-particle density operator and
Qkl is its matrix representation with respect to the atomic
basis functions. The appearance of the inverse of the overlap
matrix in Eq. ~13! is due to the fact that we use nonorthogo-
nal basis sets. From Eq. ~13! it is clear that the sparsity of P
depends on the decay properties of P(r ,r8) as well as on the
sparsity of S21.
Theoretical models of periodic solids suggest that the
locality of P(r ,r8) is related to the band gap De . For the
case of an insulator, the one-particle density operator decays
asymptotically as an exponential19–21
P~r ,r8!’exp~2ADeur2r8u!. ~14!
While the decay behavior of P(r ,r8) is a fundamental
property of the respective quantum mechanical system, this
is certainly not true for the sparsity of S21. The determining
quantities are the type and size of the basis set we have
chosen for our calculation. In the following we will concen-
trate on Gaussian-type basis functions, since they are almost
exclusively used in ab initio quantum chemistry.
Extended basis sets are often needed in DFT calculations
to achieve converged results. These extended basis sets, es-
pecially if they include diffuse functions may often lead to
near linear dependencies. Procedures used to eliminate the
dependencies cannot be applied in the linear scaling context,
as they destroy the local character of the basis. For a more
systematic treatment of the consequences of extended basis
sets, it is useful to consider the following definition. A well-
conditioned overlap matrix is one containing no linear or
near linear dependencies. Its condition number, the ratio of
its largest and smallest eigenvalue, is small. Using this defi-
nition, it can be shown22 that a localized and well condi-
tioned overlap matrix leads to a similarly localized inverse
and finally via Eq. ~13! to a localized density matrix. Unfor-
tunately, the reverse conclusion is also true; ill-conditioned
overlap matrices caused by large, nonorthogonal basis sets
destroy the sparsity of the density matrix. Since this is the
crucial point determining whether a O~N! method is fasterDownloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject tothan traditional electronic structure calculations, linear scal-
ing methods are not used when large, nonorthogonal basis
sets are required. Standard methods used in quantum chem-
istry to deal with ill conditioned overlap matrices are not
applicable in linear scaling calculations. These algorithms
rely on the eigenfunctions of the overlap matrix, which are
nonlocal. However, in the context of their energy renormal-
ization group method, Baer and Head-Gordon23 have devised
an algorithm that produces a localized basis with given con-
dition number.
The PAO method provides the framework for calcula-
tions on large systems with extended nonorthogonal basis
sets. Recall from the last section that the density update pro-
cedure is in terms of the PAO minimal basis. Since the size
of the PAO basis is fixed, independent from the size of the
underlying extended basis set, we may hope that the corre-
sponding PAO overlap matrix is stable with respect to an
increase of the extended basis-set size. To investigate this
supposition we have set up four test systems, the polyglycine
chain 10-glycine, the water cluster (H2O)30, the fullerene
C60, and the steroid testosterone C19H28O2. Gaussian-type
valence basis sets are applied and increased in size from a
minimal basis ~MIN!, to a double-zeta basis ~DZ!, a double-
zeta basis with one set of polarization function ~DZSP!, and
a triple-zeta basis with two sets of polarization functions
~TZDP!. All calculations were performed with a DFT pro-
gram using pseudopotentials to eliminate the core electrons
from the calculation. More computational details can be
found in Sec. IV. Table I shows the logarithm of the condi-
tion number of the PAO overlap matrix as a function of the
basis-set size. As a reference, we have also computed the
quantities from the overlap matrices of the complete basis.
For all molecules and basis sets tested, the condition number
of the PAO overlap matrix is almost independent from the
size of the extended basis set. This is in contrast to the find-
ings from the reference condition numbers, where an in-
crease of several orders of magnitude is found.
To confirm the above-mentioned connection between the
condition number and the decay behavior of the density ma-
trix, we perform an additional investigation for the 10-
glycine chain. We computed for each C atom the density
matrix element having the largest absolute value with respect
to the central C atom. In Fig. 1 a logarithmic plot for the
TABLE I. Logarithm of the condition number of the overlap matrix for
different basis sets computed from full SCF and PAO-SCF calculations.
Basis MIN DZ DZSP TZDP
10-glycine
SCF 2.83 9.39 9.60 10.87
PAO-SCF fl 2.08 2.15 2.12
(H2O)30
SCF 2.26 6.18 6.63 9.01
PAO-SCF fl 1.70 1.87 1.85
C60
SCF 3.37 13.25 13.40 14.56
PAO-SCF fl 2.49 2.49 2.41
C19H28O2
SCF 3.24 10.58 10.90 12.71
PAO-SCF fl 2.38 2.46 2.48 AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ment with the findings of Table I. The smallest condition
number of the TZDP-PAO systems corresponds to the fastest
decrease of the PAO density matrix, and vice versa.
Having motivated the usefulness of a combined PAO–
O~N! method we proceed with a detailed description of its
implementation.
B. Implementation of a combined PAO–N method
The O~N! methods we have implemented, namely the
Chebyshev polynomial expansion method ~CPE!,8 the conju-
gate gradient density matrix search ~DMS!,9 and the canoni-
cal purification of the density matrix ~CP!,10 were developed
originally for tight-binding models which usually assume an
orthogonal basis. To handle nonorthogonal basis sets, modi-
fications are required. Two main approaches may be used for
this purpose. The first is to solve for the density matrix di-
rectly in terms of the nonorthogonal basis. These procedures
has been described in the literature24–26 and are not investi-
gated here. The approach used in our work is to transform
the Hamiltonian matrix into an orthonormal basis, solving
for the density matrix and back transforming to the original
basis. The small condition number of the PAO overlap ma-
trix makes this procedure especially attractive.
A number of choices for transformations to an orthonor-
mal basis are possible. We obtain the transformation matrix
from the Cholesky decomposition of the overlap matrix.27
For symmetric positive definite matrices, such as the overlap
matrix, the decomposition and the required transformations
can be expressed as
S5UTU ,
~15!Hortho5U2TH U21, P5U21Portho U2T,
where U is an upper triangular matrix. The computational
cost of the Cholesky decomposition scales linearly with sys-
tem size in the large molecule limit.29 The inverse of U is
never explicitly computed; we solve Eqs. ~15! with respect to
FIG. 1. Exponential decay of the density matrix for the 10-glycine chain.
Only matrix elements corresponding to C atoms are considered. The results
are taken from a full SCF calculation with a MIN/TZDP basis and from a
PAO-SCF calculation with a TZDP basis.Downloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toH and Portho and treat the corresponding set of triangular
equations. This can be done in linear scaling time using
sparse matrix techniques.
Having transformed the density update problem first to a
PAO basis ~see Sec. II! and finally to an orthonormal basis,
we can apply the O~N! methods mentioned above. Since
technical details can be found in the literature,8–10,24,29 we
restrict ourselves to a brief description of the algorithms.
The DMS scheme used in this work is based on mini-
mizing the following functional with respect to the density
matrix,28
V5Tr@~3P222P3!H#1m~Tr@P#2nel!. ~16!
Here, m is a Lagrangian multiplier introduced to enforce the
correct number of electrons nel . The idempotency constraint
on the density matrix is implicitly imposed by the use of the
McWeeny purification transformation: 3P222P3. It is
straightforward to compute the gradient
]V
]P 53PH13HP22P
2H22PHP22HP21m1. ~17!
m is calculated at every step from the condition,
Tr@]V/]P#50. Since the gradient and hence the search di-
rection is traceless, any finite step preserves the number of
electrons.
CP is an iterative scheme to compute the density matrix
involving an initial guess, a purification formula, and an en-
ergy expression. The initial guess density matrix is obtained
from
P05
l
2 ~m12H !1
1
21, ~18!
m5
Tr@H#
n
, l5minS nelHmax2m , n2nelm2HminD ,
where n denotes the number of basis functions. Hmax/min are
upper and lower bounds on the spectrum of H. We find these
values using a linear scaling Lanczos algorithm.
The purification formula is as follows:
Pn11
5H ~~122cn!Pn1~11cn!Pn22Pn3!/~12cn!, cn< 12 ,
~~11cn!Pn
22Pn
3!/cn , cn. 12 ,
cn5
Tr@Pn
22Pn
3#
Tr@Pn2Pn
2#
. ~19!
The purification transformation is repeated until the energy
expression, En5Tr@PnH# , is minimized. It can be shown
that the purification algorithm converges monotonically and
quadratically to the correct density matrix.10
Whereas DMS and CP require an iterative process, CPE
calculates the density matrix directly using its representation
as a matrix functional of the Hamiltonian matrix
P5 f ~H !, ~20!
f ~e!5 111exp~b~e2m!! , AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the ~fictitious! temperature. The matrix functional is ex-
panded in terms of Chebyshev polynomials27
P5 f ~H !5(
i50
np
ciTi~H !, ~21!
where np is the order of the expansion. The polynomials
Ti(H) satisfy the recursion relations
Ti11~H !52HTi~H !2Ti21~H !, ~22!
with T0(H)51 and T1(H)5H . The expansion coefficients
ci of the Chebyshev expansion can easily be determined.27
Since Chebyshev polynomials require a domain between mi-
nus one and one, H has to be scaled such that its eigenvalues
are between these values. The extreme eigenvalues needed to
scale H are found using a linear scaling Lanczos algorithm.
From Eq. ~20! it is clear that in addition we have to compute
the chemical potential in order to locate the decay region.
This is done in the following way. The Chebyshev polyno-
mials are calculated without any reference to the chemical
potential. Thus, they can be used with different expansion
coefficients depending on m . Using a bisection scheme, we
chose m such that the correct number of electrons is en-
forced. For computational convenience it is advantageous to
take the complementary error function instead of the Fermi
distribution since it decays faster to zero away from the
chemical potential m .24
We finish the section with a brief description of the stor-
age format we have chosen to manipulate the sparse matri-
ces. We use the variable block row ~VBR! format, which is a
generalization of the compressed sparse row ~CSR! format.30
The VBR format takes into consideration that the matrices
we have to manipulate are blocked with different block sizes.
To maintain a desired level of accuracy during the calcula-
tion, the VBR matrices are allowed to grow or shrink and
every matrix is allowed to have its own form. Thus, before
performing an algebraic matrix operation, we determine the
form of the resulting matrix. Consequently, periodic screen-
ing of matrix elements is required to avoid excessive growth
of the number of nonzero matrix elements. Using a thresh-
olding criterion, the additional small elements can be elimi-
nated.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PAO method, presented in this work, has been
implemented in a hybrid Gaussian and plane wave ~PW!
density functional scheme, which allows pseudopotential and
all-electron calculations to be performed.3,31 The program is
suited for periodic and finite systems.
First, to demonstrate the concerted acting of the opti-
mized minimal PAO basis and the larger set of atomic orbit-
als from which it is formed, we look at the convergence of
the PAOs in terms of the absolute energy as the extended
basis-set size is increased. For that, we performed a series of
pseudopotential and all-electron DFT calculations on the
molecule 1-fluoropropane (C3H7F). From Figs. 2 and 3, one
can see that, although the PAOs are still a minimal basis, the
PAO energy is much improved in energy with respect to theDownloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toconventional minimal basis-set energy ~STO-6G/MIN!. In
fact, the PAO energy of the largest extended basis-set used,
namely the 6-3111G** and the TZDP basis, is almost as
low in energy as the double zeta basis sets with one set of
polarization functions ~6-31G*/DZSP!. Furthermore, the
PAO energies nearly parallel the full SCF energy as basis-set
size is increased from double zeta onwards, suggesting that
the relative error in energy may be even lower. It is not
surprising that the same trends obtained with DFT calcula-
tions apply also to Hartree–Fock calculations.4
Next, we performed geometry optimizations on a variety
of different systems. Table II shows a comparison of struc-
tural parameters of small molecules obtained from full DFT
and PAO–DFT calculations. Pseudopotential and all-electron
calculations using the Becke–Lee–Yang–Parr32,33 ~BLYP!
exchange-correlation functional are shown. The computa-
tions were done with a double-zeta basis with one set of
FIG. 2. Absolute SCF energies @hartrees# of DFT and PAO-DFT theory for
various basis sets. All-electron calculations of C3H7F using the BLYP
exchange-correlation functional are shown. The following basis sets are ap-
plied ~from left to right!: STO-6G, 6-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and
6-3111G**.
FIG. 3. Absolute SCF energies @hartrees# of DFT and PAO-DFT theory for
various basis sets. Pseudopotential calculations of C3H7F using the BLYP
exchange-correlation functional are shown. The following basis sets are ap-
plied ~from left to right!: MIN, DZ, DZSP, TZSP, and TZDP. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 30 JuTABLE II. Structural parameters @Å,°# of small molecules obtained from full DFT and PAO-DFT calculations.
Pseudopotential and all-electron calculations using the BLYP exchange-correlation functional are shown. In the
case of SF6, the sulfur minimal basis consists of six basis functions.
Pseudopotential calculation All-electron calculation
Molecule Parameter DZSP PAO-DZSP MIN 6-31G* PAO-6-31G* STO-6G
H2 r(HH) 0.755 0.755 0.697 0.748 0.748 0.733
CH4 r(CH) 1.103 1.102 1.103 1.101 1.100 1.101
C2H2 r(CC) 1.222 1.224 1.258 1.215 1.215 1.211
r(CH) 1.076 1.079 1.094 1.073 1.073 1.086
C2H4 r(CC) 1.346 1.351 1.394 1.341 1.347 1.343
r(CH) 1.097 1.097 1.101 1.095 1.094 1.102
/(CCH) 121.6 121.5 121.7 121.9 121.6 122.0
/(HCH) 116.7 117.0 116.6 116.2 116.7 116.0
C2H6 r(CC) 1.537 1.559 1.613 1.542 1.563 1.559
r(CH) 1.105 1.104 1.103 1.104 1.102 1.105
/(CCH) 111.4 111.4 110.6 111.4 111.1 110.7
/(HCH) 107.5 107.5 108.3 107.5 107.8 108.2
SiH4 r(SiH) 1.478 1.481 1.443 1.496 1.496 1.449
H2O r(OH) 0.979 0.975 1.033 0.980 0.978 1.044
/(HOH) 103.7 105.1 104.9 102.9 104.8 96.02
H2S r(SH) 1.354 1.359 1.371 1.361 1.361 1.367
/(HSH) 91.85 92.40 93.79 92.35 91.92 90.77
HCN r(CH) 1.082 1.083 1.112 1.078 1.077 1.096
r(CN) 1.169 1.169 1.267 1.169 1.169 1.209
NH3 r(NH) 1.029 1.025 1.041 1.030 1.024 1.076
/(HNH) 106.5 107.3 120.0 104.9 107.1 99.42
PH3 r(PH) 1.426 1.430 1.411 1.437 1.436 1.418
/(HPH) 93.13 93.56 95.94 92.77 92.72 91.16
N2 r(NN) 1.122 1.120 1.295 1.118 1.117 1.205
CO r(CO) 1.147 1.146 1.299 1.150 1.149 1.206
CO2 r(CO) 1.181 1.183 1.321 1.184 1.187 1.243
SF6 r(SF) 1.624 1.686 - 1.628 1.667 -
B2H6 r(BB) 1.788 1.802 1.864 1.783 1.785 1.824
r1(BH) 1.193 1.194 1.165 1.197 1.196 1.173
r2(BH) 1.329 1.335 1.370 1.324 1.325 1.348
/(HBH) 122.2 122.4 120.4 122.3 122.0 122.6
/(BHB) 84.60 84.85 85.77 84.64 84.72 85.14polarization functions ~6-31G*/DZSP!. In addition, a mini-
mal basis ~STO-6G/MIN! was used for comparison. The
root-mean-square ~rms! error of the PAO bond distances
relative to the full SCF distances is 0.015 Å using pseudo-
potentials and 0.010 Å in the case of all-electron calcula-
tions. This deviation is a substantial improvement over the
corresponding rms difference for the minimal basis, which is
in both cases 0.074 Å. The rms error of bond angles is 0.60°
and 1.02°, compared to considerably larger deviations of
4.67° and 3.06°.
As a more ambitious example we have studied the mo-
lecular structure of chlorophyll a (MgC55H72N4O5; see Fig.
4! playing a central role in many biological system. Table III
reports our results for the bond distances obtained from
pseudopotential calculations using LDA with a DZSP basis.
The rms error of the PAO bond distances relative to the full
SCF distances is 0.017 Å. To stress the very high quality of
the result, we have added in Table III the bond distances
from a DFT all-electron calculation using the
Becke–Perdew32,34 exchange-correlation functional.35 Here,
the rms error of the bond distances relative to the full SCF
distances is 0.018 Å.
There are also cases where the PAO method is not per-l 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toforming that well. In Table IV, we have summarized the
lattice constants of various crystals obtained from pseudopo-
tential calculations with a DZSP basis using the
Becke–Perdew32,34 exchange-correlation functional. Al-
though the rms error of 0.08 Å is an improvement over the
FIG. 4. Chlorophyll a. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 30 JuTABLE III. Bond lengths @Å# of chlorophyll a ~see Fig. 4! obtained from full DFT and PAO-DFT calculations.
Pseudopotential calculations using LDA are shown. The reference bond lengths are taken from DFT all-electron
calculations using the Becke–Perdew ~Refs. 32 34! exchange-correlation functional ~Ref. 35!.
Bond PAO-DZSP DZSP Reference Bond PAO-DZSP DZSP Reference
1 1.361 1.353 1.359 2 1.463 1.448 1.457
3 1.399 1.392 1.400 4 1.510 1.485 1.499
5 1.441 1.440 1.456 6 1.382 1.365 1.373
7 1.402 1.380 1.381 8 1.461 1.455 1.470
9 1.420 1.408 1.421 10 1.395 1.390 1.399
11 1.517 1.511 1.531 12 1.548 1.525 1.541
13 1.550 1.532 1.555 14 1.507 1.497 1.526
15 1.391 1.372 1.379 16 1.377 1.358 1.365
17 1.387 1.382 1.395 18 1.536 1.505 1.535
19 1.508 1.500 1.528 20 1.599 1.583 1.594
21 1.227 1.225 1.222 22 1.465 1.453 1.468
23 1.423 1.419 1.430 24 1.413 1.407 1.419
25 1.409 1.396 1.402 26 1.503 1.484 1.499
27 1.446 1.443 1.462 28 1.413 1.389 1.396
29 1.353 1.399 1.343 30 1.407 1.400 1.410
31 1.411 1.402 1.414 32 1.448 1.447 1.463
33 1.507 1.489 1.507 34 1.545 1.524 1.544
35 1.390 1.382 1.390 36 1.509 1.487 1.502
37 1.448 1.446 1.461 38 1.386 1.368 1.373
39 1.397 1.377 1.382 40 1.418 1.407 1.417
41 1.402 1.395 1.406 42 2.018 2.016 2.046
43 2.045 2.051 2.082 44 2.010 2.003 2.031
45 2.123 2.134 2.165 46 1.547 1.527 1.550
47 1.543 1.523 1.544 48 1.508 1.500 1.522
49 1.229 1.227 1.219 50 1.364 1.345 1.357
51 1.487 1.459 1.463 52 1.498 1.482 1.500
53 1.357 1.355 1.358 54 1.520 1.500 1.512
55 1.518 1.503 1.519 56 1.551 1.532 1.547
57 1.540 1.521 1.539 58 1.546 1.531 1.551
59 1.542 1.523 1.540 60 1.537 1.524 1.548
61 1.535 1.518 1.543 62 1.545 1.525 1.539
63 1.542 1.527 1.551 64 1.548 1.528 1.540
65 1.547 1.532 1.547 66 1.539 1.520 1.543
67 1.537 1.519 1.540 68 1.539 1.525 1.551
69 1.539 1.520 1.540 70 1.544 1.524 1.540corresponding rms difference for the minimal basis ~0.18 Å!,
results are not fully satisfactory. For Si, SiC, and NaCl the
PAOs based on the DZSP basis do not seem to be flexible
enough. However, the total energies for these systems are
within the same range as for systems with better converged
lattice constants like diamond. This certainly needs further
investigation.
As a final test of the applicability of the PAO method to
different fields of electronic structure calculations, we
present an ab initio all-electron PAO-MD run for liquid wa-
ter. A system of 32 H2O molecules contained in a simple boxl 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toof length 9.87 Å was simulated imposing periodic boundary
conditions. This model system was also employed by earlier
full SCF-MD studies using the same program,31 and a Car–
Parrinello molecular dynamics ~CPMD! simulation of liquid
heavy water (D2O).36 All simulations were done with the
BLYP exchange-correlation functional. In contrast to the
work of Ref. 31, where a DZ basis and a DZSP basis set is
used for the hydrogen and the oxygen atom, respectively, we
added a p-type polarization function to the hydrogen basis
set ~DZSP!, and a triple-zeta basis with d-type polarization
functions ~TZSP! was applied for oxygen.TABLE IV. Lattice constants and absolute SCF energies of various crystals. Full SCF and PAO-SCF calcula-
tions using pseudopotentials and the Becke–Perdew ~Refs. 32, 34! exchange-correlation functional are shown.
DZSP PAO-DZSP Min
Lattice type Crystal a @Å# E @Hartrees# a @Å# E @Hartrees# a @Å# E @Hartrees#
C 3.56 2366.896 3.58 2366.328 3.64 2365.259
Diamond Si 5.44 2254.572 5.54 2253.979 5.63 2253.040
BN 3.61 2414.768 3.62 2414.153 3.70 2413.285
Zincblende SiC 4.35 2311.366 4.42 2310.019 4.48 2309.242
Sodium chloride NaCl 5.68 22021.25 5.58 22020.54 5.43 22017.65 AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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energy, and the temperature of the 32 H2O molecules are
plotted in Fig. 5. The average temperature of the sample was
328.8 K. The total energy shows a slight drift, but this defi-
ciency can be removed by converging the PAOs to a higher
accuracy. In Fig. 5, PAO convergence is assumed if the rela-
tive value of the energy functional, defined in Eq. ~6!, is
decreasing by less than 10212. The latter might already seem
an extraordinarily small convergence threshold. However,
experience shows that extremely accurate converged PAOs
are required to perfectly conserve the total energy.
Radial distribution functions gHH(r), gOH(r), and
gOO(r) are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The
maxima and the minima of the gi j(r) are properly repro-
duced compared to the full MD simulation using the same
program31 and to a Car–Parrinello MD ~CPMD! from Ref.
36. It is important to note that the distribution functions of
our PAO-MD simulation with the enlarged basis set are
much closer to the CPMD results compared to the original
full SCF-MD run with the smaller basis set. The CPMD
FIG. 5. Time evolution of the total energy E tot ~upper curve!, the tempera-
ture T ~middle curve! and the Kohn–Sham energy EKS ~lower curve! of 32
H2O molecules during the PAO-MD simulation. All-electron calculations
with a TZDP basis set using the BLYP exchange-correlation functional are
shown.
FIG. 6. H–H pair correlation function of 32 water molecules obtained from
our PAO-MD ~PAO! compared to the full MD simulation using the same
program from Ref. 31 ~QUICKSTEP! and to a Car–Parrinello MD from Ref. 36
~CPMD!.Downloaded 30 Jul 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toresult, on the other hand, compares favorable with experi-
mental results from neutron and x-ray scattering.37
Finally, we have implemented a combined PAO–O~N!
scheme as described in Sec. III. The linear scaling methods
we use are the Chebyshev polynomial expansion method
~CPE!,8 the conjugate gradient density matrix search
~DMS!,9 and the canonical purification of the density matrix
~CP!.10 Benchmark calculations on the unbranched alkane
molecules n-C30H62 , n-C60H122, and n-C90H182 were carried
out using pseudopotentials, a DZSP basis, and LDA. All tim-
ings reported are for a single processor IBM RS/6000 397
workstation. The thresholding criterion for neglecting matrix
elements is chosen such that the absolute SCF energies yield
micro-hartree accuracy relative to the results of diagonaliza-
tion ~D!. The appropriate choice of the neglect threshold is
confirmed by the results given in Table V. Here, the forces,
acting on a randomly chosen atom, and the absolute SCF
energies of the linear alkane chains are reported. In addition
the CPU time requirements of a density matrix update step in
terms of the PAO minimal basis are given. CPU times are
FIG. 7. O–H pair correlation function of 32 water molecules obtained from
our PAO-MD ~PAO! compared to the full MD simulation using the same
program from Ref. 31 ~QUICKSTEP! and to a Car–Parrinello MD from Ref. 36
~CPMD!.
FIG. 8. O–O pair–pair correlation function of 32 water molecules obtained
from our PAO-MD ~PAO! compared to the full MD simulation using the
same program from Ref. 31 ~QUICKSTEP! and to a Car–Parrinello MD from
Ref. 36 ~CPMD!. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 30 JuTABLE V. Forces, acting on a randomly chosen atom, and absolute SCF energies of linear alkane chains. In
addition, the CPU time requirements of a density matrix update step are given ~see Fig. 9!. The results are
obtained from PAO-DFT calculations using diagonalization ~D!, Chebyshev polynomial expansion ~CPE!,
canonical purification of the density matrix ~CP!, and conjugate gradient density matrix search ~DMS!.
CPU time Energy Forces @a.u.#: C-atom ten
Method in @s# in @a.u.# Fx Fy Fz
C30H62
D 0.38 2206.6892 0.0014 0.0364 0.0003
CPE 5.72 2206.6892 0.0013 0.0364 0.0003
CP 2.72 2206.6891 0.0014 0.0364 0.0003
DMS 5.36 2206.6892 0.0014 0.0365 0.0003
C60H122
D 2.66 2412.2175 0.0006 0.0367 20.0060
CPE 11.58 2412.2176 0.0006 0.0364 20.0060
CP 6.32 2412.2174 0.0006 0.0366 20.0060
DMS 13.58 2412.2174 0.0006 0.0368 20.0060
C90H182
D 30.87 2617.7448 0.0003 0.0297 20.0205
CPE 17.91 2617.7444 0.0003 0.0297 20.0205
CP 9.77 2617.7438 0.0002 0.0297 20.0204
DMS 21.84 2617.7445 0.0003 0.0298 20.0206also plotted in Fig. 9. Linear scaling is achieved using each
of these methods. In the present implementation, the fastest
method for replacing diagonalization in large scale calcula-
tions is CP. Here, the crossover in CPU time compared to
diagonalization occurs at roughly 70 C atoms. It should be
noted at this point that the sparse matrix routines used are not
optimized with respect to computational efficiency and ma-
chine architecture, whereas diagonalization routines are well
optimized. Removing this deficiency should move the cross-
over with diagonalization to smaller systems than presented
here. However, to apply the PAO–O~N! method to study
extended systems currently intractable with large, nonor-
thogonal basis sets, a parallelized implementation of the pro-
gram is required. We proceed in this direction, encouraged
by the present results.
FIG. 9. CPU time requirements @s# of a density matrix update step for the
linear alkane chains C30H62, C60H122 and C90H182 using diagonalization ~D!,
Chebyshev polynomial expansion ~CPE!, canonical purification of the den-
sity matrix ~CP!, and conjugate gradient density matrix search ~DMS!. All
density update procedures are in terms of the PAO minimal basis.l 2008 to 130.60.136.208. Redistribution subject toV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the theoretical and algorithmic prin-
ciples to construct minimal basis sets optimized in the mo-
lecular environment. These so-called polarized atomic orbit-
als ~PAOs! permit the density matrix update procedure of
self-consistent field theory to be performed in a small basis,
while retaining a considerable amount of the flexibility of
larger basis sets. Our test calculations show that electronic
structure calculation at the PAO level greatly improve all
investigated properties ranging from absolute energies, to
bond distances and bond angles relative to a rigid, conven-
tional minimal basis set. The simulation of the liquid water
system shows that an all-electron ab initio MD is feasible
using the PAO method. A comparison of the measured radial
distribution functions gives good agreement with the results
of earlier MD studies. However, the PAOs have to be con-
verged to extremely high accuracy to conserve the total en-
ergy during a MD run.
A detailed study of the condition number of the PAO
overlap matrix and the decay properties of the PAO density
matrix show the potential of the PAO method combined with
linear scaling algorithms. We find that a combined PAO–
O~N! method results in a numerical stable procedure, even if
large, nonorthogonal basis sets are applied. With implemen-
tations of the Chebyshev polynomial expansion method, the
conjugate gradient density matrix search, and the canonical
purification of the density matrix, linear scaling was demon-
strated for unbranched alkane chains. In the present imple-
mentation canonical purification is found to be most effi-
cient.
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